Oxymoronic or Employer Logic? Preferred Hours under the Fair Work Act
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Preferred hours clauses have featured in enterprise agreements covering retail, agricultural, fast food, hospitality and aged care workplaces. The employee elects to work different or additional hours to their ordinary work pattern, hours which would otherwise attract overtime or penalty rates, but is paid at the ordinary rate of pay. This article examines, through the lenses of flexibility and the safety net, preferred hours under the new Fair Work regime. It then makes recommendations designed to clarify the limited circumstances in which an individual flexibility arrangement can incorporate a preferred hours clause.

Introduction

Commissioner Cambridge in Margin Brothers Pty Ltd (t/as Campbell IGA Friendly Grocer) observed that:

the concept of ‘preferred’ hours represents the antithesis of industrial regulation. It seems to me to be oxymoronic to create prescriptions for governing the arrangements for work and then permit individuals to agree to disregard those prescriptions.1

The concept is that the employee elects to work different or additional hours — hours which would ordinarily trigger penalty and overtime payments — but is paid at a lower rate under an enterprise agreement because the employee volunteers or prefers to work those hours. ‘Preferred hours’ is a controversial concept because it brings into direct conflict two objectives of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (FW Act); flexibility and the safety net of employment conditions. The union position is that preferred hours clauses undermine the 38 hour working week and employees who work beyond the 38 hour week should be compensated with overtime payments. Employer organisations support the preferred hours clause in cases where the employee volunteers to work overtime in the interests of flexibility and for personal and financial reasons.2 Despite recent judicial scrutiny in the area of enterprise bargaining, the impact of preferred hours clauses under the FW Act remains a complex issue.

This article examines, through the lenses of flexibility and the safety net,
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preferred hours under the new Fair Work regime.\textsuperscript{3} It commences with a definition of the term ‘preferred hours clause’, an assessment of the various types of such clauses in enterprise agreements, and an introduction to the statutory objectives underpinning industrial instruments that may incorporate these arrangements. Following a brief review of applications for approval of enterprise agreements before Fair Work Australia (FWA), three ‘preferred hours’ cases are examined, including the seminal Full Bench decision of Bupa Care Services.\textsuperscript{4} These cases reveal the employer logic for and the judicial approach to assessing preferred hours clauses under the following approval requirements: the Better Off Overall Test (BOOT), the No-Disadvantage Test (NDT) and the Public Interest Test. The author argues that the Bupa decision effectively clarified the method by which preferred hours clauses are assessed. As a consequence, the ‘public interest’ represents a test of last resort for approving a preferred hours arrangement in an enterprise agreement. The article then explores the likely impact of the preferred hours concept on employment contracts, individual flexibility arrangements (IFAs) and the National Employment Standards (NES), particularly maximum weekly working hours and the request for flexible working arrangements. While the inclusion of preferred hours clauses in enterprise agreements is oxymoronic in the terms suggested by Commissioner Cambridge, the concept is not necessarily the antithesis of the FW Act. The article concludes with proposed amendments to the regulatory framework governing IFAs which are designed to balance the statutory objectives of flexibility and the safety net.

**Preferred Hours: Definition, Types and Statutory Context**

Preferred hours, also known as ‘voluntary additional hours’ and ‘voluntary hours’, has no universal definition. The Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI) is critical of affixing the label ‘preferred hours’ to each type of clause because it implies that all clauses operate in the same manner or have the same effect and suggests that clauses need to be assessed on a case by case basis.\textsuperscript{5} Nevertheless, two general types of clauses can be discerned. Under the first type (‘different hours’), the employee elects to work different hours to his or her usual work pattern (ie, as set out in a roster or contract). These different hours, such as ordinary hours worked on a Saturday, Sunday or at night during the week or hours worked outside the spread of ordinary hours, would typically attract penalty or overtime rates. Under the second type (‘additional hours’), the employee elects to work hours in excess of their maximum ordinary hours prescribed in the enterprise agreement, hours which would ordinarily attract overtime rates. The common feature of both types of clauses
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is that the employee is paid at a lower rate than what would otherwise be paid under the enterprise agreement because he or she volunteers or prefers to work the additional or different hours. The two types are collectively termed ‘preferred hours’ in this article unless the context indicates otherwise. The author suggests this is a sensible approach given that many preferred hours clauses in enterprise agreements incorporate both types.

Although individual preferred hours clauses can operate in a different manner, there are three recurring themes. First, employers seek to justify the inclusion of preferred hours clauses in the agreement. Preferred hours represent an opportunity to earn ‘extra income’, to achieve ‘flexible and efficient work practices’ and to meet personal circumstances, such as family and/or carer’s responsibilities and the employee’s financial situation. Second, the pay rate for working preferred hours is typically the ordinary rate of pay. Third, many enterprise agreements require the employee to complete a written application or declaration, located at the back of the enterprise agreement, as evidence of the agreement to work preferred hours. These applications can be so detailed as to require the employee to nominate preferred hours, days and times. For example, one enterprise agreement, which appears to be based on a template prepared by the National Retailers Association (NRA), enables an employee to nominate public holidays, Saturday and Sunday as their preferred hours by placing their signature against those items in the application. Employees usually have the freedom to withdraw from the agreement at any time or by giving notice.

The sections which follow examine preferred hours clauses in light of the statutory objectives underpinning industrial instruments that may incorporate such arrangements. Identifying the relevant objectives is therefore necessary. The general object of the FW Act is to provide a ‘balanced framework for cooperative and productive workplace relations’. Enterprise agreements, awards and the NES are industrial instruments used to achieve productivity and fairness within this balanced framework. Balance operates on a number of levels including between the interests of unions and business, between
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work and family and between fairness and flexibility. In the particular context of industrial instruments, this balanced framework requires inter alia: a guaranteed safety net of employment conditions; a safety net that is not undermined by statutory individual employment agreements; and flexibility in working arrangements so that employees can balance their work and family responsibilities. Flexibility and the safety net are two key components of a balanced regulatory framework governing industrial instruments. It is not suggested that these are the only components but they do provide a satisfactory basis to examine preferred hours clauses.

Flexibility as a value is difficult to define and is often misconceived as being ‘inescapably positive’. The FW Act offers procedural flexibility with respect to employment conditions. Stewart defines procedural flexibility as the ‘adoption of regulatory mechanisms which facilitate ongoing change’. IFAs, through varying the application of modern awards and enterprise agreements, the NES, by enabling changes to working hours and arrangements and enterprise agreements, by changing underlying award conditions, facilitate procedural flexibility. Preferred hours arrangements reveal the negative side of flexibility through its direct conflict with the safety net. While preferred hours clauses in an industrial instrument offer flexibility in working arrangements, it is also an arrangement between an individual employee and their employer which displaces two safety net provisions: overtime and penalty rates. It represents a mechanism that employers may wish to exploit for the purpose of reducing labour costs. A key issue addressed in this article is how preferred hours clauses, when examined through the lenses of flexibility and the safety net, can be part of a balanced regulatory framework.

Preferred Hours: Approval Tests

Introduction

The benchmark and authorities responsible for assessing collective arrangements have been the subjects of regulatory change and academic scrutiny since the Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Act 2005 (Cth) (Work Choices). FWA is now responsible for approving enterprise agreements. As part of the approval process, FWA must assess the agreements against the employees' safety net of terms and conditions, which includes the NES and any applicable award. The relevant assessment mechanism depends on the time the enterprise agreement was made. The NDT applied to
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all agreements made between 1 July 2009 and 31 December 2009.\textsuperscript{22} This was known as the ‘bridging period’, that is the period between the repeal of Work Choices and the operative date for the remaining elements of the FW Act (minimum wages, NES and modern awards). Under the NDT, FWA must be satisfied that the ‘agreement does not, or would not result, on balance, in a reduction in the overall terms and conditions of employment of the employees who are covered by the agreement under any reference instrument relating to one or more of the employees’.\textsuperscript{23} While very few (if any) cases will now be assessed using the NDT as a result of the transition to the FW Act, much of the jurisprudence on preferred hours addresses the NDT and hence an understanding of the test is important. For agreements made on or after 1 January 2010, the FW Act prescribes the BOOT.\textsuperscript{24} Under the BOOT, FWA must be satisfied that each employee ‘would be better off overall if the agreement applied to the employee than if the relevant modern award applied to the employee’.\textsuperscript{25} The global nature of both assessment mechanisms facilitates flexibility by enabling agreements to replace award entitlements with monetary benefits (eg, above award wage rates). Nevertheless the NDT and BOOT regulates this flexibility by using the safety net as the relevant comparator for assessing agreements.

FWA can still approve an enterprise agreement even if does or may fail the BOOT or NDT. A written undertaking by the employer to FWA, which subsequently forms part of the agreement, is designed to alleviate FWA concerns about the agreement not meeting the relevant test. FWA can only accept the undertaking if it is not likely to cause financial detriment to the employees concerned or result in substantial changes to the agreement.\textsuperscript{26} Alternatively, FWA may approve an agreement that does fail the NDT or BOOT ‘if FWA is satisfied that, because of exceptional circumstances, the approval of the agreement would not be contrary to the public interest’ (public interest test).\textsuperscript{27} A similar exception existed prior to Work Choices.\textsuperscript{28} Agreements accepted under the public interest test have a maximum nominal term of 2 years, which differs from the 4 year period for agreements that pass the BOOT or NDT.\textsuperscript{29}

Preferred hours clauses: approach of FWA

FWA has adopted various, and at times, conflicting, approaches to preferred hours clauses in enterprise agreements. Some enterprise agreements have passed the NDT without any undertakings.\textsuperscript{30} For example, the \textit{Milbag Pty Ltd Enterprise Agreement}, which covers two Eagle Boys Pizza outlets, was
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accepted by FWA in March 2010. Nevertheless, identical or very similar preferred hours clauses intended to cover fast food industry employees were rejected by FWA in May 2010. Other enterprise agreements were approved on the undertaking that the preferred hours clause would not operate during the life of the agreement, the offending clause would be deleted from the agreement or the preferred hours would be paid at a higher rate of pay. FWA has also rejected a number of agreements, primarily involving the retail industry, because the preferred hours clause either displaces the employee’s entitlement to higher rates under the award and/or the agreement does not provide other more beneficial entitlements so that the employee is not, on balance, disadvantaged.

Preferred hours clauses drew particular legal and media attention in Fanoka Pty Ltd v/s Fairview Orchards re Fanoka Pty Ltd Agreement 2009. Fanoka involved 102 single enterprise agreements covering employees in the agricultural industry that contained a similar preferred hours clause. In approving the agreements (subject to undertakings in respect of matters other than preferred hours), Senior Deputy President Richards held that the preferred hours clause represented a benefit to employees and thereby passed the NDT because: employees could volunteer to work hours and earn more than they would otherwise have earned; earning additional income would offset periods when their work hours decreased; it reduced transaction costs (eg, tax free threshold and withholding tax) associated with a transient workforce moving to new employers to seek more hours; and it facilitated greater flexibility in hours of work.

Three significant cases have emerged from the ‘state of flux’ created by FWA’s early approach to preferred hours arrangements. Bupa was the first FWA Full Bench decision that considered preferred hours clauses in enterprise agreements. Samphie Pty Ltd v/s Black Crow Organics re Black Crow Organics Enterprise Agreement 2009 was the first FWA decision that applied the public interest test to approve an agreement containing a preferred hours clause. Finally, the decision of Top End Consulting Pty Ltd re Top End
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Consulting Enterprise Agreement 2010 is significant because it was the first reported decision in which FWA applied the BOOT to a preferred hours clause and it also provided FWA with an opportunity to consider all the approval tests in light of Bupa and Black Crow Organics. These decisions are discussed in the sections that follow.

Preferred Hours: Key Cases

Bupa

The enterprise agreement in Bupa involved employees in the aged care sector. The preferred hours clause, being an ‘additional hours’ type arrangement, was subject to a trial and review period of 6 months after which time any unresolved issues could be referred to FWA according to the dispute resolution procedure in the agreement. During submissions, the employer and union logic for the preferred hours clause were revealed. According to the employer, such a clause would reduce the employer’s reliance on labour hire staff and give preference to existing staff for additional shifts. The benefit was characterised in terms of labour cost savings but also a patient benefit through maintaining consistency in the delivery of aged care services.

Commissioner Smith at first instance rejected the agreement on the basis it failed the NDT. The preferred hours clause was a cost saving to the employer, not a benefit. The alleged benefit, being that an employee would receive additional work that they may not otherwise have been given, was characterised by Commissioner Smith as a ‘gift of employment’ at a ‘discounted rate from the safety net’. His Honour noted that “it would be difficult to suggest that an employee would see the benefit in being paid less than that which would otherwise apply”.

The employer lodged an appeal on the grounds that Commissioner Smith erred in applying the NDT and for not providing the employer with a reasonable opportunity to give an undertaking to address Commissioner Smith’s concerns that the agreement did not pass the NDT. On appeal, the Full Bench of FWA cited with approval the decision of Re MSA Security Officers Certified Agreement 2003 which rejected a clause enabling an employee to work overtime at ordinary rates by agreement with the employer. A majority of the Full Bench in that case held that the comparison under the NDT was between the terms and conditions of employment in the agreement and the relevant award. The operational possibility of the employer to provide an employee with additional work hours was irrelevant because the applicable award made no distinction between voluntary working hours and hours directed by the employer. As in the Security Officers case, FWA was required to make a textual comparison between the enterprise agreement and the
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relevant award and assess, on a global basis, whether the agreement resulted
in a reduction in employment terms and conditions. In particular:

the ‘no-disadvantage test’ does not involve an analysis of matters other than the
terms and conditions of the enterprise agreement against those in any relevant
reference instrument. The effect the terms and conditions may have on the actions
of an employer or employee is not relevant to the ‘no-disadvantage test’. 49

The agreement failed the NDT because the preferred hours clause
represented at least one term or condition of employment that was less
beneficial than the awards that applied to the employees. 50 Despite this, the
Full Bench held that Commissioner Smith did make an appealable error by not
giving the employer an opportunity to provide a written undertaking to
alleviate concerns about the agreement. 51 The appeal was upheld, the decision
of Commissioner Smith quashed and the application for approval of the
agreement referred to Senior Deputy President Acton. The enterprise
agreement was subsequently approved subject to an undertaking that the
preferred hours clause would not be referred to, relied on or applied during the
operation of the agreement. 52

Black Crow Organics

In Black Crow the employer was the operator of a potato farm with a peak
season of May to late November each year. Three main reasons for approval
of the enterprise agreement containing an ‘additional hours’ type arrangement
were proffered by the employer. First, Bupa was not authority for the
proposition that all agreements with preferred hours clauses would fail the
NDT. Second, a number of similar agreements had been approved by the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission (AIRC) and FWA, including
those in Fanoka. Third, if the agreement failed the NDT, the agreement should
be approved under the public interest test. Costs dominated the employer logic
for the preferred hours clause. It was submitted that the employer would
otherwise have to increase its casual workforce to cover the additional hours
because it could not afford to pay penalty rates to regular seasonal employees.
This would be to the detriment of those regular seasonal employees seeking
to work as many hours as possible during peak season to maximise their
income, would increase administrative costs and raise workplace health and
safety issues for the employer. 53

Commissioner Asbury agreed that the effect of Bupa was not that all
preferred hours clauses in enterprise agreements would fail the NDT. 54
However, Bupa did not change the global approach taken to applying the
NDT, namely, the identification and balancing of more beneficial and less
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beneficial provisions compared to the reference instrument (ie, the award).\textsuperscript{55} Commissioner Asbury concluded that the preferred hours clause had the identical effect to that in \textit{Bupa} and, despite the seasonal nature of the agricultural industry and fluctuating work hours, this was not a basis for distinguishing \textit{Bupa}. On a global approach, the agreement failed the NDT because the preferred hours clause, being less beneficial than the relevant award which applied to the employees, was not offset by more beneficial provisions.\textsuperscript{56}

The enterprise agreement was however accepted under the public interest test. There were two exceptional circumstances. First, the employer was in a seasonal industry which had a detrimental effect on regular casual employees who had to accumulate sufficient savings during peak season to offset their lack of earnings outside peak season. Without a preferred hours clause, the employees would be unable to maximise their income during peak season. Second, similar agreements were generally approved under the FW Act prior to \textit{Bupa} and at the time the enterprise agreement was made, the Workplace Authority had referred to a preferred hours clause as an example of meeting the NDT in its policy.\textsuperscript{57} The approval of the preferred hours clause was subject to an undertaking that it would only operate during the peak season each year (1 May to 30 November).

\textbf{Top End Consulting}

The employer was a labour hire company providing services to the agricultural, retail and hospitality industries located in the Kimberley region of Western Australia and the Northern Territory. The employer logic for including both ‘different hours’ and ‘additional hours’ arrangements in the proposed enterprise agreement was that it enabled employees to maximise their income during peak periods by working hours which would not otherwise be available to them because of the employer’s liability to pay overtime and penalty rates.\textsuperscript{58} Deputy President Bartel differentiated the BOOT and NDT, finding that the BOOT required a higher standard because employees must be ‘positively better off’.\textsuperscript{59} Although the BOOT was a different test, Deputy President Bartel acknowledged that a textual comparison between the agreement and the reference instrument remained the proper approach to approving the enterprise agreement:

There is nothing in s 193 to suggest that the Better Off Overall Test is to be assessed by matters extraneous to the terms and conditions of the relevant instruments. The test still requires that the status of the employees as better off overall, or otherwise, is to be assessed on the basis of the application of each instrument to the employee and not the intentions of the parties as to working arrangements which may flow from those terms.\textsuperscript{60}

Deputy President Bartel cited with approval \textit{Bupa} and distinguished
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Fanoka on the ground that a different approach to the assessment of the NDT was adopted. On a global assessment, the agreement did not pass the BOOT because the more beneficial provisions of the agreement did not outweigh the preferred hours clause.

In the alternative, the employer submitted that the agreement should be approved under the public interest test. Her Honour held that the nature of a labour hire business — supplying labour which enables a client employer to handle peaks in activity and its short term and highly casualised workforce — was not an exceptional circumstance. Black Crow Organics was also distinguished on the basis that the employees covered by that agreement were regular casuals, who were dependent on additional income in peak periods to cover for periods where work was limited, whereas the Top End Consulting employees were a transient population, moving to other locations when the work ceased. Nevertheless, there were exceptional circumstances, being 'the convergence of the profile of the employees, the provision of labour to seasonal industries (as opposed to the provision of labour to cover the regular peaks and troughs of activity that occurs in many businesses) and the employer’s business operating predominantly within the tropical areas'.

The preferred hours clause was not contrary to the public interest in respect of seasonal industries. Her Honour was prepared to approve the agreement on an undertaking which restricted the operation of the preferred hours clause to seasonal industries.

Preferred Hours: Case Discussion
NDT and BOOT

The cases reveal that the dominant employer logic for preferred hours clauses is labour costs or is driven by labour costs. For example, an ‘additional hours’ type of clause is justified to give the employee an opportunity to work additional hours that would otherwise have been allocated to new, casual or labour hire staff. The employer logic here is cost-driven — the hours would not be available because of the increased labour costs (eg, overtime rates) associated with offering those hours to the employee. FWA though has made it clear that labour costs and the opportunity to work different or additional hours for financial or family reasons are irrelevant when applying the NDT and BOOT.

FWA’s position is entirely appropriate, given that the flexibility in labour allocation offered by a preferred hours clause is susceptible to exploitation by the employer. For instance the employer’s first preference in allocating labour that would otherwise be paid at overtime or penalty rates is likely to be the employees who have nominated preferred hours, their second preference casuals and perhaps labour hire staff and their third preference permanent staff who have not nominated preferred hours. Herd behavior, also known as the ‘bandwagon effect’ and ‘informational cascades’, may ensue. Herd behaviour
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occurs when an individual decides to follow the behaviour of a preceding group of individuals, regardless of his or her own information.\textsuperscript{65} While the individual’s decision-making process may be rational, herd behaviour can lead to undesirable outcomes.\textsuperscript{66} For example, Employee A (a permanent employee) enters an ‘additional hours’ type arrangement. Employee B (a permanent employee) needs to work overtime hours to meet financial commitments. The employer is more likely to offer Employee A (a first preference employee) overtime hours than Employee B (a third preference employee). Equipped with this information, Employee B decides to follow Employee A and enter a preferred hours arrangement. As the herd of first preference employees grows, it provides a stronger signal to third preference employees such as Employee C and D to nominate preferred hours because it becomes increasingly unlikely that the employer will offer third preference employees overtime hours. While the decision-making process is rational, the ‘herd’ of employees is worse off because the additional hours are paid at ordinary rates. The preferred hours arrangement has the effect of undermining the employees’ safety net entitlement to overtime payments. Fortunately, labour law regulates the potential exploitation of flexibility and protects safety net entitlements by recognising preferred hours clauses as a detriment under the NDT or BOOT.

There was some debate prior to the FW Act about the operation of the BOOT compared to the NDT.\textsuperscript{67} The decision in \textit{Top End Consulting} suggests that FWA will apply the BOOT in the same manner as the NDT. Further, the BOOT does set a higher standard for approving agreements than the NDT, but the difference is not significant. \textit{Bupa} reveals a two step process in assessing agreements. The first step is to identify the benefits and detriments of the agreement vis-a-vis the relevant award, which can only be achieved by comparing the terms of the agreement and award. This textual comparison is consistent with the intention of the legislature when formulating the BOOT.\textsuperscript{68} Matters such as flexibility, transaction costs, earning additional income, family responsibilities or the opportunity to work additional or different hours cannot be a benefit for the purpose of the BOOT because they represent the potential effects of the preferred hours clause on the employee. The term of the agreement is the preferred hours clause and it represents a detriment vis-a-vis the award because the additional or different hours are paid at a lower rate than the award rate. The second step of the BOOT is to assess, on a global basis, whether the benefits identified outweigh the detriments in respect of each employee or, where appropriate, each class of employees.\textsuperscript{69} The employee will not be better off unless the detriment of the preferred hours clause is outweighed by corresponding benefits in the agreement. The agreements
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reviewed by the author do not provide such benefits.

Public interest test

The public interest test represents the employer’s only fallback position should the enterprise agreement fail the BOOT or NDT. This was demonstrated in both Top End Consulting and Black Crow Organics. FWA was satisfied that approval of both agreements was not contrary to the public interest because of the exceptional circumstances associated with a seasonal industry. FWA did not however identify the ‘public interest’ considerations relevant to the enterprise agreements being assessed, which is part of a common trend in agreement approval decisions studied by the author. Both cases raise two important questions: Are there other exceptional circumstances that would enable an enterprise agreement to satisfy the public interest test? What could represent the ‘public interest’ with respect to the approval of enterprise agreements?

The case law makes clear that exceptional circumstances are not limited to seasonal industries. The employer’s financial position (in administration and receivership) was an exceptional circumstance in ABC Learning Centres and LHMU Enterprise Agreement 2009. Overseas competition, as opposed to labour cost competitiveness within an Australian industry, can be exceptional circumstances. For example in Metro Velda Pty Ltd Peterborough Enterprise Agreement 2009 an exceptional circumstance was fierce competition in the Australian horsemanship industry from South America. Despite concerns about the agreement not meeting the award safety net, FWA agreed that approving the agreement would ensure continuing employment through the ongoing processing and export of horse meat to Europe. Exceptional circumstances have also included the funding constraints of not-for-profit organisations and the remote location of the workplace. An enterprise agreement incorporating a preferred hours arrangement could be approved in any of these circumstances.

The ‘public interest’ has been a feature of Australian labour law, most notably in test cases brought before the industrial tribunal. It is considered in a variety of contexts under the FW Act including the termination of enterprise agreements. The leading case concerning the public interest test in the approval and termination of agreements is Kellogg Brown & Root v Esso Australia Pty Ltd re Bass Strait (Esso) Onshore/Offshore Facilities Certified
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Agreement 2000. The Full Bench observed that ‘[t]he notion of public interest refers to matters that might affect the public as a whole such as the achievement or otherwise of the various objects of the Act, employment levels, inflation, and the maintenance of proper industrial standards’. 

The Full Bench also acknowledged that ascertaining the public interest may involve the balancing of competing public interests. Applying Kellogg Brown the ‘public interest’ would, in the context of agreement approvals, include maintaining the safety net of employment conditions, being a ‘proper industrial standard’. Approving an enterprise agreement that does not satisfy the BOOT or NDT is clearly not in the public interest because it undermines the safety net. However the failure to approve such an agreement may lead to negative public outcomes associated with unemployment (Metro Velda), underemployment (Black Crow Organics) or the shutdown of all or part of an employer’s business (ABC Learning Centres). The final outcome is also recognised by the FW Act which provides an example of an agreement that may pass the public interest test: ‘the agreement is part of a reasonable strategy to deal with a short-term crisis in, and to assist in the revival of, the enterprise of an employer’.

On the author’s interpretation, ‘exceptional circumstances’ trigger competing public interest considerations to the safety net which satisfies the public interest test. A logical reason for this interpretation is that without a competing public interest consideration, the agreement is clearly contrary to the public interest. For example, the Black Crow Organics enterprise agreement undercut the safety net, but the exceptional circumstances associated with fluctuating hours in a seasonal industry triggered another public interest consideration — underemployment. Protecting the safety net of employment conditions no longer represented the sole ‘public interest’ consideration because of the exceptional circumstances. In light of a competing public interest consideration, approving the agreement would ‘not be contrary to the public interest’, which Deputy President Bartel noted in Top End Consulting is a lower test than ‘in the public interest’. The validity of the author’s interpretation is open for debate. Nevertheless it may explain why industrial tribunals have placed greater emphasis on ascertaining the ‘exceptional circumstances’ rather than ascertaining where the ‘public interest’ lies. It is also an interpretation consistent with a balanced regulatory framework. The public interest test affords FWA with the flexibility to override the safety net protection of the NDT and BOOT, but only in exceptional circumstances which trigger other public interest considerations.

Preferred Hours: Impact on Industrial Instruments

FWA’s position on preferred hours clauses is clear — an enterprise agreement will not be approved unless: there is a corresponding benefit(s) elsewhere in
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the agreement that outweighs the detriment of the preferred hours clause; or approval of the agreement would not be contrary to the public interest perhaps because exceptional circumstances exist. But are there other legal outlets for the preferred hours arrangement to subsist in the employment relationship? This section addresses the potential impact of the preferred hours concept on the contract of employment, the NES and individual flexibility arrangements.

Employment contract

The common law contract of employment can incorporate a preferred hours clause, but its operation is still subject to any award or enterprise agreement that applies to the employee. For employees not covered by either of these industrial instruments or an award employee with a guarantee of annual earnings, the preferred hours clause is free from the award safety net of employment conditions. While the NES provide a legislated safety net for the vast majority of private sector employees in Australia known as ‘national system employees’, it does not include overtime or penalty rates for working additional or different hours. Alternatively, an employer in a workplace covered by industrial instruments may attempt to circumvent their operation by signing employees up to individual employment contracts containing a preferred hours clause which include wage payments above industrial instrument pay rates. Nevertheless the employer remains at risk of breaching the relevant industrial instrument unless the higher payment can be used to offset and does offset the loss of penalty and overtime rates. An analysis of the employer’s capacity to offset is beyond the scope of this article but has been discussed elsewhere.85

National employment standards

The NES expands on the legislated safety net first introduced under Work Choices. Many of the additional conditions, including notice of termination and redundancy pay, are re-packaged versions of AIRC test cases or Work Choices provisions. Nevertheless the NES is significant because it represents a legislated safety net for all national system employees, it cannot be excluded by an enterprise agreement or award, and together with awards, the NES restores the protective function of the safety net that was compromised under Work Choices. It is also significant that the FW Act attempts to complement the legislated safety net with flexibility. As Murray and Owens note, the NES should not be seen as monolithic and uniform but are imbued with a particular principle of flexibility.89 This flexibility is revealed in the maximum hours of work standard and right to request flexible working arrangements.
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The first employment condition in the NES is that an employer must not request a full time employee to work more than 38 hours per week unless the additional hours are reasonable. While the preferred hours clause is not in breach of the NES because the employee and not the employer is requesting additional hours, it could be seen as undermining the concept of a 38 hour week. The additional hours that employees prefer to work are treated as ordinary hours for all intents and purposes because they are paid at the ordinary rate. This contradicts a fundamental principle in labour law that award-based employees receive overtime pay for overtime hours. The preferred hours clause may be contrary to the spirit of the NES, but it is not a breach of the NES.

An alternative method by which an ‘additional hours’ type arrangement can be incorporated into an enterprise agreement is by averaging weekly hours. The NES states that an enterprise agreement or award can provide for the averaging of hours of work so that the employee works on average a 38 hour week over a specified period. The more prevalent industries seeking approval of agreements with preferred hours clauses are retail, fast food, agriculture, aged care and hospitality. From a review of their respective awards, only the retail industry permits an averaging of ordinary hours beyond a 4 week period, and only by agreement between the employer and employee. In applying the BOOT, any enterprise agreement with an averaging of ordinary hours beyond 4 weeks when an award prescribes a 4 week maximum would, on a textual comparison, constitute a detriment to the employee. For example, an employee works 40, 36, 34, 42, 34 and 42 hours over a 6 week period. If the proposed enterprise agreement enabled the employer to average ordinary hours over a 6 week period, the employee suffers a detriment because they would be entitled to overtime payments in week six under the award. Unless the relevant award provides for a long term averaging of hours, the ability of employers to use averaging of hours as an ‘additional hours’ type of arrangement is limited to short term fluctuations in labour requirements. The averaging hours mechanism cannot work as a de facto ‘additional hours’ clause where the employees are already working their maximum ordinary hours each week nor does it release the employer from paying penalty rates for ordinary hours worked.

The NES also provides that an employee may make a request to their employer for a change in their working arrangements to assist the employee to care for a child in their capacity as a parent or care giver. A request can only be refused by the employer on reasonable business grounds. This request for flexible working arrangements appears to allow a ‘different hours’ type of arrangement by another name, but significant restrictions exist in its operation. The employee must be a long term casual employee or have at least 12 months continuous service with the employer and the child must be under
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school age or under 18 with a disability. Further, the request for flexible working arrangements cannot vary the application of an industrial instrument to provide for ordinary rates of pay. For example, the employer is liable to pay penalty rates if as a consequence of the request the employee’s changed hours are subject to penalty rates under the applicable industrial instrument. Conceivably this liability may be used by the employer as a ‘reasonable business ground’ to refuse the request. The FW Act does not define ‘reasonable business grounds’ but the Explanatory Memorandum suggests it includes the financial impact on the employer’s business. Given these circumstances, the employee may seek or the employer may encourage an IFA.

Individual flexibility arrangements

The FW Act incorporates a different measure of individual flexibility in awards and enterprise agreements than has previously existed in Australian labour law. The Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth) introduced statutory individual agreements in 1996 known as Australian Workplace Agreements (AWAs). This legislation also marked the beginning of an award simplification process. As part of this process, the AIRC was required to ensure that awards, where appropriate, contained ‘facilitative provisions’. Employees, individually or collectively, could agree with their employer about how particular award matters would operate in the workplace. Work Choices then restricted facilitative provisions to individual agreement. The FW Act subsequently abolished AWAs on the basis that statutory individual employment agreements ‘can never be part of a fair workplace relations system’. Nevertheless the FW Act authorises individual agreements known as IFAs.

All enterprise agreements and awards must include a flexibility term that enables an employee and his or her employer to agree to an arrangement (an individual flexibility arrangement) varying the effect of the agreement or award in relation to the employee and the employer, in order to meet the genuine needs of the employee and employer. The flexibility term must set out the terms of the industrial instrument the effect of which can be varied by the IFA. A model flexibility term is taken to form part of an enterprise agreement if none exists in the enterprise agreement. Both the model flexibility term for enterprise agreements and the model flexibility term devised by the AIRC for inclusion in awards enable the IFA to vary the effect of arrangements in the industrial instrument about when work is performed, overtime rates and penalty rates. The subsequent IFA, which has effect as a term of the industrial instrument, must result in the employee being better off

---
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overall than if there was no IFA.\textsuperscript{105} Unlike an enterprise agreement, the IFA is not lodged with and assessed by FWA. The employer is responsible for ensuring that the employee is better off overall under the IFA.\textsuperscript{106}

IFAs bring the statutory objectives of flexibility and the safety net into direct conflict. The primary concern is that the flexibility in IFAs can be exploited in much the same way as AWAs during the Work Choices regime to vary and displace the award safety net through individual bargaining.\textsuperscript{107} Preferred hours clauses in an IFA do just that, displacing overtime payments and/or penalty rates. The apparent lack of FWA scrutiny of IFAs not only magnifies these concerns,\textsuperscript{108} but makes it difficult for FWA to resolve the issue as to whether an IFA can incorporate a preferred hours clause. No judicial authority will be forthcoming until FWA adjudicates a dispute about the IFA pursuant to the dispute settlement procedures in an industrial instrument\textsuperscript{109} or an employee claims that the IFA containing the preferred hours clause was not properly made. A failure to meet the requirements of an IFA, including the BOOT, constitutes a breach of the industrial instrument which made provision for the IFA.\textsuperscript{110}

The ACCI revealed the source of the present confusion, namely, the operation of the BOOT to IFAs, during the \textit{Bupa} proceedings. It submitted that the decision at first instance undermined the employer’s ability to use preferred hours clauses in an IFA, contrary to the examples of preferred hours arrangements in IFAs given in the Explanatory Memorandum to the Fair Work Bill and the Fair Work Ombudsman’s (FWO) Best Practice Guide.\textsuperscript{111} The ACCI’s concerns are valid. The Commonwealth Government intended that employers and employees could enter IFAs to vary working hours for reasons of flexibility, work life balance and family responsibilities. But on application of the principles in \textit{Bupa}, an IFA containing a preferred hours clause would fail the BOOT because the non-financial reasons for entering an IFA are disregarded. Therefore if the statutory objective of flexibility is to be upheld in IFAs, \textit{Bupa} was either wrongly decided or IFAs are subject to different requirements under the BOOT compared to enterprise agreements. The former conclusion is incorrect for the reasons previously addressed in this article and there is no evidence in the FW Act or extrinsic materials to suggest the latter.

The present confusion arises because the FW Act does not strike a fair balance between individual flexibility and the safety net with respect to IFAs. Two recommendations designed to achieve a balanced regulatory framework will now be assessed: the establishment of ‘genuine need’ as a condition precedent to a valid IFA and a revised BOOT that considers non-financial benefits to employees. The circumstances in which preferred hours clauses in
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an IFA can be part of this new regulatory framework are then explored.

**Recommendations**

**Condition precedent**

The first recommendation is to make the existence of a genuine need, which cannot be met by the relevant industrial instrument, a condition precedent to a valid IFA. IFAs were designed to facilitate greater flexibility in employment relationships. An employee and employer enter this special arrangement in order to meet their genuine individual needs because the industrial instrument does not afford such flexibility. The condition precedent therefore gives legal effect to the unique purpose of an IFA. It also responds to concerns about employers exploiting the flexibility of IFAs in a similar manner to AWAs by providing a mechanism in addition to the BOOT which regulates flexibility. Employers subject to this additional requirement have less flexibility to ‘contract out’ of award and enterprise agreement provisions which can be varied by the IFA. The recommendation can be implemented by amending ss 144(4) (modern award) and 203 (enterprise agreements) of the FW Act dealing with flexibility terms to include the provisions in Table 1. In the case of enterprise agreements, this may also necessitate an additional clause in the model flexibility term requiring the employer to provide details of the needs of the employee and employer that cannot be met by the enterprise agreement.

Table 1: Amendments to flexibility term provisions of FW Act

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enterprise Agreement</th>
<th>Modern Award</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Requirement for Genuine Need</strong></td>
<td><strong>Requirement for Flexibility Terms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The flexibility term must require the employer to ensure that any individual flexibility arrangement agreed to under the term is in order to meet the genuine needs of the employee and employer which cannot be met by the enterprise agreement.</td>
<td>The flexibility term must require the employer to ensure that any individual flexibility arrangement agreed to under the term is in order to meet the genuine needs of the employee and employer which cannot be met by the modern award.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operation of BOOT**

The BOOT is a regulatory mechanism which balances flexibility and the safety net in both IFAs and enterprise agreements. Employers have the flexibility to vary the award safety net in enterprise agreements but that same safety net is used to underpin the agreement in order to achieve positive collective outcomes. IFAs offer a different kind of flexibility to enterprise agreements. An individual employee and their employer can vary the effect of particular conditions in the industrial instrument to meet their individual
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genuine needs because the industrial instrument (which covers a collective group of employees) does not have the flexibility to do so. This individual flexibility was intended to provide employees with non-financial benefits that result from meeting that genuine need. For instance the FW Act states that flexible working arrangements are part of a balanced regulatory framework by ‘assisting employees to balance their work and family responsibilities’. The Explanatory Memorandum to the Fair Work Bill provides an example of an IFA to demonstrate the non-financial benefits resulting from a preferred hours arrangement. Josh, a gym membership consultant, wishes to coach an under-12s football team 2 days per week. Josh’s employer needs him to work from 9 am to 5:30 pm but Josh wants to start work at 7:30 am and finish at 4:00 pm on the 2 days. A 7:30 am start attracts penalty rates under the enterprise agreement. The parties enter an IFA which varies the effect of terms in the enterprise agreement dealing with hours of work and penalty rates. The Explanatory Memorandum then suggests that Josh’s personal circumstances can be considered in assessing whether Josh is better off overall on the basis that it is an individual arrangement. Josh is better off overall because the non-financial benefit (work-life balance) arising from the genuine need (coaching an under-12’s football team) outweighs the failure to receive penalty rates. In this example Josh’s individual circumstances reveal his genuine need, and the non-financial benefit is the result of meeting that genuine need in an IFA.

The BOOT, as applied in Bupa, would hinder the individual flexibility intended by the FW Act for IFAs. A preferred hours clause in an IFA designed to accommodate the employee’s individual circumstances such as family responsibilities (a non-financial benefit) would be considered a matter extraneous to the strict textual comparison of the industrial instrument (as varied by the IFA) against the industrial instrument (without the IFA) and therefore fails the BOOT. The IFA of Josh the gym consultant in the Explanatory Memorandum fails the BOOT for the same reason. This does not mean the interpretation of the BOOT in Bupa is incorrect or that the BOOT should be removed as a statutory requirement for assessing IFAs. As previously discussed in the context of preferred hours arrangements, the BOOT maintains the integrity of the employees’ safety net of conditions in enterprise agreements by preventing employers from exploiting employee preferences to reduce labour costs. What is required is a revised BOOT for IFAs which is more attuned to the statutory objective of facilitating individual flexibility.

The second recommendation is therefore to amend the FW Act, perhaps at ss 144(4) (modern award) and 203 (enterprise agreements), to recognise non-financial benefits as a benefit under the BOOT. The revised BOOT could be renamed, to avoid confusion with the BOOT for enterprise agreements, and drafted in the following terms: In determining whether the employee is better off overall, the employer may have regard to any benefits (financial or non-financial) that the employee receives as a result of the IFA meeting the employee’s genuine needs.

---
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The critics of IFAs would argue that this revised BOOT gives employers more flexibility to replace safety net employment conditions. This is a valid argument and one which is supported by the example of Josh the gym consultant in the Explanatory Memorandum. But the FW Act is not solely directed at maintaining the safety net of employment conditions. Individual flexibility is also part of the balanced regulatory framework. To achieve balance, the regulatory framework must engage in one or more trade-offs where statutory objectives conflict, as is the case with individual flexibility and the safety net. An IFA may undermine the employee’s safety net of employment conditions, but this is traded off against the non-financial benefits that the employee receives as a result of the IFA meeting their genuine individual needs, needs which could not have been met by the safety net governing the collective. The revised BOOT mediates the trade-off in a way which the present BOOT cannot.

Preferred hours
A revised BOOT and the condition precedent of ‘genuine need’ would limit the circumstances in which an IFA can incorporate a preferred hours clause. The distinction between ‘additional hours’ and ‘different hours’ type arrangements becomes relevant here. If an employer has a need for staff to work additional hours, then the industrial instrument already meets that genuine need by enabling the employer to request the employee to work overtime hours, provided that the hours are reasonable according to the NES. The employer may baulk at the prospect of paying overtime rates and instead elect to hire permanent, casual or labour hire staff to work those hours, but this does not detract from the fact that the employer’s genuine needs can be met by the industrial instrument. An IFA containing an ‘additional hours’ clause would therefore be invalid because it does not satisfy the condition precedent. Similarly, a ‘different hours’ clause fails to comply with the condition precedent if the employer has a genuine need for staff to work particular ordinary hours, irrespective of the employees’ own needs. The industrial instrument meets the employer’s genuine need by enabling the employer to develop a roster requiring employees to work those particular hours.

A ‘different hours’ clause would satisfy the condition precedent for a valid IFA where the employee has a genuine need to work particular hours for family or personal reasons and the employer does not require the employee to work those hours. This is subject to the clause varying the effect of the industrial instrument. Josh, the gym membership consultant, provides a useful example. Recall that Josh wants to start work at 7:30 am. The ‘different hours’ clause would not comply with the content requirements for a valid IFA if the span of ordinary hours under the enterprise agreement (ie, hours that do not attract penalty rates) was sufficiently broad to cover Josh’s preferred hours. This is because the clause would not vary the effect of penalty rate provisions in the enterprise agreement — Josh would be paid at the same ordinary rate whether he started work at his preferred time of 7:30 am or his current time of 9:00 am. Now assume that the span of ordinary hours under the relevant enterprise agreement is 8:00 am to 6:00 pm. Josh’s genuine need to work different hours cannot be met by the industrial instrument. In other words, the industrial instrument cannot force an employer to roster hours to suit the
employee’s circumstances when the employer does not require the employee to work those hours. To do otherwise would expose the employer to payment of penalty rates for preferred hours worked at nights and on weekends and overtime rates for employees who prefer to work outside the prescribed span of ordinary hours. As in Josh’s case, a ‘different hours’ clause which varies the effect of penalty rates and/or overtime provisions in the industrial instrument would meet the genuine needs of the employee by enabling the employee to work their preferred hours. The employer’s business needs are also met because the employee still performs the work required by the employer (albeit at different times) and no additional wage costs are incurred by agreeing to change the employee’s working arrangements.

The revised BOOT is then applied to the IFA should the ‘different hours’ clause comply with the condition precedent. The employer must first identify the benefits and detriments of the IFA vis-à-vis the relevant industrial instrument. The non-financial benefits received as a result of the IFA meeting the genuine need can be considered a benefit under the revised BOOT. The second step involves a self-assessment of whether the benefits outweigh the detriments of an IFA. This step will be particularly problematic for employers when assessing the non-financial benefits because they cannot be objectively measured. The employee places a value on the non-financial benefit, but the employer is ultimately responsible for determining that value. An employee will be better off overall with the IFA provided that the value assigned by the employer outweighs the financial detriment of being paid at ordinary and not penalty rates.116 It is clear that employers will need guidance from the Fair Work Ombudsman on how to approach this difficult task of self-assessment.

**Conclusion**

There are two sides to flexibility under the FW Act. As Flora Gill points out ‘[f]lexibility is not intrinsically virtuous. It can be a virtuous agent when in the service of a virtuous cause, but it can also be a euphemism for a desire to attain the flexibility necessary for pure and naked exploitation of newly found economic bargaining power.’117

This article has demonstrated that the preferred hours clause, when examined through the lenses of flexibility and the safety net, cannot generally be part of a balanced regulatory framework because of its oxymoronic effect. It is a mechanism which offers flexibility in working arrangements, but enables employers to exploit that flexibility to reduce labour costs to a level below the safety net of employment conditions. Preferred hours arrangements do have limited scope through the NES and contract of employment, but their impact will likely be greater in enterprise agreements approved under the public interest test and in IFAs. A balanced framework, in both circumstances, is achieved through a trade-off involving the safety net. Under the public interest test, there is a trade-off between employment conditions below the safety net in an enterprise agreement and exceptional circumstances which trigger other public interest considerations such as unemployment.

---
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underemployment and business shutdown. With IFAs the recommended amendments to the FW Act strike a fairer exchange between the safety net and the flexibility of an IFA to meet an individual employee’s genuine needs. The public interest test and the revised BOOT for IFAs mediate the trade-offs so that flexibility remains a virtuous agent for a virtuous cause — cooperative and productive workplace relations.